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PARABOLA ILLUMINATED
BOLLARD
Product Code: SFD5813



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
These robust, vandal resistant dusk to dawn bollard
lights have double ‘Parabolic Reflector’ heads and
clear, high quality UV stop PC diffusers. The louvres
and diffuser enable an even, downwards light
dispersal around the bollard and add protection to
the bulb. The light effect is one of a low-level
glowing post, marking the way.

The Professional ‘In-Ground’ Root Mount
System gives extra security and stability. The tubular
bodies of Root mount bollards are different to a
standard types. Extended tubes allow at least
400mm to be concreted in-ground, without losing
any height above ground. A strong mounting bar
inside the tubular body acts as an anchor when set
into concrete. There is an optional secure cable
outlet. This allows easy wiring after the bollard is
fixed in place.

A matte garden green or graphite black finish is
available. There is also a choice of height (600mm,
800mm or 1000mm). Ideal for driveways and paths,
there are also 3 styles of head to choose from: ‘
domed’, ‘pillar’ or ‘flat’ top.

The head and 2.5mm thick extruded aluminium
cylinder of the bollard are heavy duty die-cast
aluminium. All screws are stainless steel, resulting in
a completely rustproof and non-corrosive model.

The inbuilt photocell dusk to dawn
sensor automatically turns the bollard light on when
it detects dark and off again when  light. Therefore,
there is no need to remember to switch the fitting on
and off manually, which results in less product
maintenance. The E27 / ES bulb holder
accommodates almost any LED bulb. Using LEDs is
a very effective way to reduce energy bills.

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight 9.00 kg

Height 400 / 600 / 800 / 1000mm

Diameter 170mm

Fixing Multiple Options

Material Aluminium

Colour Galvanised
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